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This article will attempt to emphasize the role of a typical

Cavalry Group, the FourthCavalry Group Reinforced as a corps combat

unit, Cavalry is not a mode of transportation, rather it is the

embodiment of the tactical principles of mobility, fire power and

shock in varying degrees. These principles have been inherent

throughout the ages. They are as old as civilization itself,

History is replete with the successes of cavalry in war due In a

large degree to that pecularity which distinguishes It from other

arms. This is the impetuosity, vigor, initiative, dash-, and bol&

ness of the attack, This quality was possessed by such cavalrymen

as Alexander,. Hannibal, Genghis Kahn, down through'the ages to

Natha Bedford Forrest and General George E. Patton. Therefore, I

repeat that cavalry Is cavalry whether mounted on horses, camels,

bicycles, armored cars, or tanks. The advent of the atom bomb has

not changed these principles. Perhaps to a certain degree-they will

be modified but the forces must be present to smash the enemy

soldier from his fortifications. The cavalry will always be used

to assist that effort with its speed, mobility, maneuverability,



screening and f lanking force it was invaluable., In the penetration

and pursuit it was ideal. On defense it could and did cover larger

frontages tha any other arm. Given adequate reinforcements of

infantry,, artillery,, and engineers it was capable of handling any

Job assigned. The cavalry was the -most flexible and efficient

tool available to the Corps Commander. Time after time, this

cavalry group was able to plug gaps, occupy large frontages, and

me advances in their assigned sectors, thereby allowing the Corps

Commander to use his infantry and tank forces in the massan

concentrated action. The experiences of the Yourth Cavalry will

amplify nw statements as to the versatility, flexibility and

efficiency of cavalry.
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$ THE ROLE OX' CAVALRY GROUP IN COMBAT,

Dm-Day marked the first appearance of elementsa of the 4th Cavalry

in combat In World War IL. Three miss9ions' were initially assigned

the Group. All three were completely 'independent of each other,

11w~lvrt11 flexibility, state of trainig esprit,, and the superk.

latit's 6dynamic C'mmaii f Golonel* Jos, h M. TifUlI ae it

Iosi e f r the unit to readily accent ad ucci'safullvY carir antu x

Six thousand ya3$'Is off the Utah Beach was..the Ifles Ste.

PMarcomf, consisting of two barren, rocky, wini. swept islands., the

ile.eTerre and ille dai Large. Normally uninhabited, these

ancient Napoleonic fortresses showed signs of trench works and gun

emplacements according to our aerial re connaisesance.te

proximity to the landing beaches, theyha to be seized and neutra.w.

bzed prior to H**Hour (i~ on Deflay, as they presented a definite

threat to landing operations. Moreover, it was a most desirable

site for our antivoaircraft batteries that would engage the inevitable

Luftwaffe. A task force consisting of two troops trained in amphibP*

ious operations, commanded by( jP(%I Edward C.Dun debarked from

Soutbhampton, England, on fl minus one and were in position to make
30 d'nM 9/Joa4#m

the seaborne landing aC-t2% D-*Day, At'b&3CP-Day, two hours

before LHour the force had landed as-directed by Field Order

Number One, VII Corps. This was prior to the entry of some of the
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glider and airborne units into France,,

The islands, fortunately, were unoccupied although casualties

were received from enemy coastal battery fire and from the thick

network of' mines that were sown throughout the area, This force

was- the first American foot soldiers to invade, French soil. The

first combat communication'to be received by the V1I Corps was,

"Mission Accomplishedd 4Furth Cavalry". The task force, secured

the i slands until1 relieved by f riendly anti-oaircraft bat teries the.

following day. After relief was effected,* the task. forcee reembark-

ed to the mainland to VII1 Corps headquarters at Audoville la Hubert.

where they acted as a special reconnaissance unit under corps

control patrolling special areas until reivd 15iJi~

OfATIOWS OF "3" TROOP, EBSAR

The 82nd Airborne Division dropped on t he early morning of

D-,Day. It was imperative that ground elements effect a link-wup

with them. Troop 4)th Squadron,was assigned this mission.

The t roop landed with their vbkhicles at*6on fl-Day an fought

their way to the town of Ste. Merce Dglise,, (6bnmiles inland where

contact was maewit'h the 82ndA irbone Diviin.TheoopWasn

guns wrecked havoc with them,



The unit continued-to be attached to the 92nd Division in

their advance up the peninsula, protecting supp ly lines, running

down sniipers, picking up stragglers, maintaining order, performing,

combat patrol3 and security f~r the Division, They assisted

Immeasurably in the success of the mission of the 15nd Division,

although suffering heavy casualties, One platoon was completely

destroyed, however, the terrific toll in Germans killed and

captured, enemy vehicles and material destroyed, more tha

balanced the scale, In the operation,

J- FORILAZIDYOPERAT ION 3~~

On Fi~iJiaiiJ the remainder of the Group landed at Utah Beach

and all units reverted to their respective squadrons. The 4th

Squadron was attached to 9th Infant ry'Divi sion that was attacking

north on the west side of the Cotentin Peninsula and the 2)4th

Squadron was attached to the 4tth Infantry Division that was attacking

north on the east side of the Cotentin Peninsula. Both units were

completely detached from group controlan operated independent1*,of

each other approximately n miles apart. Initially,- the 4th

north toward Oherbourg, they moved In from the channel thus expos..



ing their C2±!,flank., The 4~th Squadron was then "'Lieved from

Maintaining contact between the 79th Infantry Division and 9th

Infantry Division and shifted to screen and protect the left

flan and rear of the 9th Infantry Division. This action was

performed mounted. Lhe advance was swift over the narrow hedgew-

lined Normandy roads. However, the Germans had sufficient time to

prepare excellent positions and although they were overwhelmingly

outnumbered and sealed off, the terrain-and road. net offered no

opportunity f or a wide end run. Prior to the final drive into

Cherbourg by the 9th Infantry Division, the kth Squadron was given.

the mission of holding a line which'was a prolongation of the

infantry line approximately(4f teeij miles south of Cherbourg.

Prom this line dismounted Patrols were able to infiltrate in enemy

rear for periods as long as three days and to direct Division and

Corps artillery on highly prized targe ts, Itwa here that it was

forcibly demonstrated that there Is no such situation as a static

one in the trite sense. Whenever in contact with the enemy in defense

or holding, aggressive action must be the order and patrols must be

constant, both dej .and night, continually probing for a hole or an
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intelligence agencies that theme troops were heading for the

isolated beaches that offered them escape routes where they could

move by sea to southern france to rejoin uncommitted German units.

9rd4%0
LThe Squadrones given the mission of working out to the

northwest tip of the Contentin Peninsula to capture or destroy all

9kk?~Aenemy troops,, neutralize enemy gu and fortification emplacements,

and seal off all escape routes. The resist once was rather sporadic

but large numbers of enemy personnel and equipment were captured.

This is but another incident of a job falling under the heading of

a ispecial operation that can be handled by cavalry with its

mobility and ability to, cover a large, lightly held- area. The

use of cavalry In this clean..up operation, Precluded the necessity

of detaching a battalion of infantry which would not have been able

to move as quickly or the use of an armored unit which was not

available at the time.

OnFIJn, the 24th Squadron was attached to the 4&th Infantry

Division and the mission-of relieving the 22nd Infantry of that

Division along the Sinope River and maintaining a counter reconnais..

sance screen to the front0 , The 22nd Regiment bad been the right

flank regiment in the Division attack and had suffered heavy

casual~ties after nine days of furious fighting. The 15th Ik*aunwrp

( d12th Infantry Regiments were conmitted and no other
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sauce was particularly aggressive, attempting to penetrate the

cavalry positions in platoon.strength on several occasions, but

were successfully repulsed. After holding the line three days the

squadron was given the mission of establishing a bridgehead on the

far side of the Sinope River. ILtsmt=( the extreme frontage of the

uni t and lack of bat tle expe rience the crossing was made by one

reconnaissance platoon. -The battle vise Germans allowed them to

cross and then proceeded to anhilate the platoon, Although the

platoon put up a grand fight all but two members were killed or

captured. The tank troop was then given the order to cross the

rivr uderthe protective smoke and artillery.of the4/ro

assault guns and the combined mortar and machine guns of the

reconnaissance troops. A successful crossing was made against 'a

numerically superioe enemy that withdrewi, However, the doctrine

was then and there driven home to all concerned that any river

crossings must be mae with force, previously coordinated, and of

sufficient strength to hold the ground once. the crossing is made,

After the bridgehead was fiirmly established the- Germans started a

Vithdrawal north toward Cherbourg. The 214th Squadron was then

a full-size attack rather than dissipate its force on small piece



meal attacks. The 241th was able to locate and maintain-contact

with the enemy, The 4~th Division was moved up and successfully

attacked. The-squadron then was again reconnoitering the east

flank of the Division and protecting their supply lites. In the

course of the reconnaissance a large airport, manned by a group of

young fanatical German air cadets with a large naumber of dual

purpose antioaircraft guns,was byaFwpassed as it was thought that

after the airport was surrounded the force would capitulate. This

was erroneous aid the entire 22nd Infantry had to be turned

aroun4 and a concentrated attack on the airport by the 22nd Regiment

and the 24*th Squadron. After a terrific battle the airfield was

overrun. This was a good example of the fallaciousness of by-o

Passing strong enemy on the flanks, allowing them to cut supply

roads and harass reserves,

The 24th Squadron continued to be attached to the 4Ith Infantry

Division performing flank security until the f all of Cherbourg.

which marked the fall of the Normandy Peninsula and the close of

the'Normandy campaign. The 4th Cavalry Group was then assembled at

Beaumont Hagae -about 6"5)miles west of Cherbourg where they were

-. cular vigilance had been. ordered as intelligence agencies bd



informed the Group that information had been received 'to the eff ect

that. the Germans were planning an airborne- offensive in the- Cherbonrg

area to regain the ground they had lost rand push the American forces~

back to the sea,' Fortunately no German airborne attack was launched

and the units had time to refit,. repoequip, and do the necessary

maintenance.

The first campaign had drawn to a closej eve ry element of the

4~th Cavalry Group had been int roduced to warfare in Ct$irtyie

days of intensive combat. The mission for the most part had been

dismounted and the fighting at times confused, but though new in

combat, organized, equipped and trained for mounted action, the

squadrons tackled every mission with determination that made -the

operations completely successful,

The conclusions drawn at the end -of 'the capaign,,yezt that

there is no substitute for training. The# units must be.thoroughly

indoctrinated in all phases of war. They must 'know their weap~o4

vehicles, radios, they must be able to read a m masl't 'I

thoroughly familiar with tactics f rom the .squad to- .the'b4dro&n %jy

Above all, the units mttt be physically fit and the leade4@are
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I have endeavored to bring out in this article the versatility

of a cavalry group and the varianc, of missions that they can

perform from the usual mounted flank 'security, reconnaissance,

and holding type to the dismounted relief of infantry unite and

apibians operations. The presence of a cavalry group, available

to the VII Corps Commander made it possible for him to push them

into situations where time was of vital importance and enabled. him

to keep hisLliarger units intact for the mass punch.
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B ThLIOGRAPHY

The references for this monograph were the after action reports

of the 4th cavalry Group, the 4th Cavalry Squadron and the 24~th

Cavalry Squadron.* I have leaned heavily on my. own memory of the

actions, asl 8-3 and Executive Officer of the 241th Cavalry Squadron,


